Epilepsy as a manifestation of a multistate network of oscillatory systems.
The human brain, largely accepted as the most complex biological system known, is still far from being understood in its parts or as a whole. More specifically, biological mechanisms of epileptic states and state transitions are not well understood. Here, we explore the concept of the epilepsy as a manifestation of a multistate network composed of coupled oscillatory units. We also propose that functional coupling between neuroglial elements is a dynamic process, characterized by temporal changes both at short and long time scales. We review various experimental and modelling data suggesting that epilepsy is a pathological manifestation of such a multistate network - both when viewed as a coupled oscillatory network, and as a system of multistate stable state attractors. Based on a coupled oscillators model, we propose a significant role for glial cells in modulating hyperexcitability of the neuroglial networks of the brain. Also, using these concepts, we explain a number of observable phenomena such as propagation patterns of bursts within a seizure in the isolated intact hippocampus in vitro, postictal generalized suppression in human encephalographic seizure data, and changes in seizure susceptibility in epileptic patients. Based on our conceptual model we propose potential clinical applications to estimate brain closeness to ictal transition by means of active perturbations and passive measures during on-going activity.